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Executive Summary 

In 2012 the Construction Industry Council (CIC) Health & Safety Committee appointed a working group to report 

upon the integration of “health & safety” into academic teaching in schools of architecture.  This was primarily 

targeted at undergraduate (RIBA part 1) and also at postgraduate (RIBA Part 2) level students in order to 

understand industry claims that newly qualified and currently practising architects have a “less than acceptable“ 

attitude and approach to the subject. 

In order to explore this accusation, in conjunction with the RIBA and academia, a symposium was arranged at 

Sheffield University (25/3/14) to bring together a series of papers from the RIBA Profession including the RIBA 

Head of Education, leading academics from schools of architecture and leading architectural practices who have all 

demonstrated excellence in their integration of health and safety into architecture.  This was all conducted in the 

presence of and with contribution from leading Health & Safety Executive and other interested industry 

representatives and academics. 

The early presentations concentrated on how Schools of Architecture are currently trying to embed a subject that is 

widely interpreted by society, students and academics as “dry, bureaucratic and legislative“ in to a positive, creative  

and a human well-being enhancing academic culture.  It was very clear that any direct reference to European and 

UK regulations and principles was not an appropriate vehicle to help the process; in fact quite the opposite is the 

case.  Whilst traditional methods of lectures, seminars and fictitious desk top projects are all commonly used it has 

become increasingly apparent that these cannot clearly contextualise the culturally and ethically complex Healthy 

Design, Creative Safety issues into the minds of students with otherwise pass/fail course criteria to address.   

In later presentations the need for a greater integration with the wider construction and design practising industry 

was voiced by a growing body of academia and professionals not just in the UK but internationally .  Links with 

major clients, contractors and architectural practices embracing a variety of activities from site visits, 

constructionarium scenarios, inter disciplinary groups, role play and site activity awareness seminars with time-

lapse project presentations were amongst the proposed curriculum activities worthy of presentation to other 

schools.  However the most widely held view by the academics present was that the vehicle of “Live Projects” was 

perceived as the most beneficial and useful teaching aid for this subject.  The contextualisation of the designing 

and making of an “actual project” with a real client, design team, real site, materials and construction operatives 

(usually themselves) is compelling.  Assimilating challenges and negotiating potential H & S barriers to overcome 

within a given timescale and to meet academic criteria is an ideal analogy of proportionate and practicable 

architecture embedding Healthy Design, Creative Safety. Learning by doing captures a life changing experience of 

team interaction and actual, rather than fictitious, project delivery.   Whilst not necessarily including al l regulatory H 

& S issues (e.g. the Principles of Prevention) this gives a realistic context to observe, discuss and negotiate all 

relevant influencing factors including the legislative CDM frameworks actually under pinning these analogous 

activities for future real life projects. 

The original rr925 Report highlighted a number of recommendations for pursuit in future implementation phases of 

the CIC project, and the symposium consolidated this need together with adding other important issues such as 

visual, interactive and teamwork approaches. This report captures all these recommendations and provides a 

platform for future Healthy Design, Creative Safety integration into architectural practice and academia in a 

professionally acceptable and industry-wide manner. 
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Workshop Agenda  

TUESDAY, 25 MARCH 2014 

AT SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

Arrivals and Registration 10.30 

Chairman’s Introduction  

Peter Caplehorn, CIC Health and Safety Panel Chair 

11:00 

Keynote speaker 

David Gloster, RIBA 

11:15 

Introduction to Healthy Design, Creative Safety 

Research RR925 

Leo Care, University of Sheffield 

11:35 

Key Student Projects 

London Metropolitan University - Anne Markey  

Oxford Brookes University - Harriet Harriss  

Birmingham University & Network  Rail - Jim Sloan and 

Darren Cobb  

The University of Sheffield - Leo Care and Daniel Jary  

Introduction to the Online Risk Education Network  
Nicola Stacey, Health & Safety Laboratory 

 

 

 

11.50 

 

12.05 

 

12.20 

 

 

12.35 

12.50 

Lunch 13:00 

Architectural Professionals/Industry positions 

Foster + Partners - Thouria Istephan   

Atk ins  - Helen Humphrey  

RIBA / DIOHAS  - Paul Bussey   

 

 

13.45 

 

14.00 

 

14.15 

Break-out groups 14:30 

Feedback from groups and discussion 15:15 

Plenary session, including Q&A 15:45 

Close   16:00 
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Event Delegates 
 

Russell Adfield Health & Safety Executive 

Sarani Adikaari Atkins 

Mahtab Akhavan Farshchi London South Bank University 

Nooshin Akrami University of Bolton 

Philip Baker Association for Project Safety 

Liz Bennett Safety in Design 

Paul Brambley AstaZeneca Pharmaceuticals 

Paul Bussey Scott Brownrigg 

Peter Caplehorn CIC Health & Safety Panel 

Leo Care University of Sheffield 

Bobby Chakravarthy Arcus Consulting LLP 

Adam Clemens University of Westminster 

Darren Cobb Network Rail 

Gordon Crick Health & Safety Executive 

Liz Drummond CIC 

Kevin Fear CITB 

Clare Forshaw Health & Safety Executive 

Kath Galloway Independent 

David Gloster RIBA 

Harriet  Harriss Oxford Brookes University 

Anthony  Holness Arts University Bournemouth 

Jakob Hotz WSA / Cardiff University 

Joe Huddleston Overbury 

Richard Hulland Atkins 

Helen Humphrey ATKINS 

Philip Hyde Lincoln School of Architecture   

Thouria Istephan Foster + Partners 

Daniel Jary University of Sheffield 

Mukesh Kashyap Nottingham Trent University 

Anne Markey London Metropolitan University 

Emma Matthews Architects Registration Board 

Giles Meredith HSE 

Carl Mills Coventry University 

Noel Painting University of Brighton 

Adrian Pitts University of Huddersfield 

Tony Putsman Xenophon Project Services Limited 

James Ritchie Association for Project Safety 

David Scott University of Westminster 

Nicola Stacey Health and Safety Laboratory 

Graeme Walker Turner & Townsend 

Richard Wilks Association for Project Safety 

Peter Wilson UCATT 

Robert Young Safety in Design Ltd 
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Introduction to Healthy Design, Creative Safety Symposium 
 - Follow up event to HSE Research Report rr925 

LEO CARE, UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD  
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Keynote Speech:  
ETHICAL MAKING: EMBODIED SAFETY 

DAVID GLOSTER, RIBA 

INTRODUCTION  

Consider this as an introduction to a non-cognate audience regarding 

architecture and construction; it refers to DAZ 3D Cyclopean construction 

kit software. 

Stone mason; a really big set; Kickass Torrents; a Gothic construction kit 

with 10 modular building props for making all kinds of wonderful Gothic 

structures.  Now you can build your own fantasy castle; worn industrial 

textures add a new dimension to your creations  

The issue is this; not just is design in the broadest sense trivialised in this 

text but building production is reduced to an invisible means of enabling 

space without human agency; it’s just all made too easy.  

BUILDING WITH A BAD CONSCIENCE 

Lewis Mumford remains for me one of the most durable writers and critics 

of architecture; he identified the birth of a building process where the 

cultural content of the project was subordinate to the issues of its 

authoritarian supervision.  

…the great labour machine was in every aspect a genuine machine; all the 

more because its components, though made of human bone, nerve, and 

muscle, were reduced to their bare mechanical components and rigidly 

standardised for the performance of their limited tasks.  The taskmaster’s 

lash ensured conformity (Mumford 1967) 

Mumford claimed that ‘megatechnics’, as he termed them, originated on the 

Giza plain with the construction of the pyramids.  I would suggest that four 

subsequent phases of warp speed, hyper-accelerated construction have 

subsequently been experienced. 

 the Gothic 

 18
th

 and 19
th

 century industrial Europe (with the resultant rural   
depopulation)  

 early 20
th

 century US Fordism; ‘moving the work to the men’ as Ford 
termed it 

 late 20
th

 century and early 21
st

 century post-colonial tiger economies  

The speed and scale of construction projects are inextricably tied into how 

societies define their modernity; when I worked in Hanoi in North Vietnam I 

was constantly asked to discuss high rise architecture as a model for the 

redevelopment of that city.  I was told that ’we want our high rise city, even 

if it’s a mistake’.  Modernity was defined, essentially, as verticality.   
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Engineering projects historically embraced risk and with this, I contend, an 

implicit acceptance of mortality. 

…the 19th century is a complex whole.  Perhaps more confused than other 

ages…the surface of the earth is transformed as never before…we might 

say that throughout the last century one built with a bad conscience 

(Gideon 1928) 

Tunnels, dams, reservoirs, bridges, embankments, levées, and coastal 

defences all formed ‘the projects of the engineers’.  The countryside 

became depopulated to feed the demands of the construction workforce.  

Following the 1840s railway mania, by 1850 there were 256,000 Irish 

labourers working on British railways schemes for 626 separate companies, 

with 50,000 people employed in the operation of the railways.  In 1810, only 

300 miles of track existed, mostly located near the coalfields; a century 

later, Britain was laced with 23,000 miles of track in a configuration 

essentially unchanged to the present day. 

The characteristic of a ravenous but time-limited employment typified the 

project of the engineer which, arguably, starts in earnest with Marc and I K 

Brunel’s sub-aqueous Thames Tunnel (1823-43).   

Compare and contrast the social demographics embodied in this 

construction as, with the court of St James expressly ordering regular 

reports on the progress of the tunnel, the site became a fashionable port of 

call for foreign dignitaries.  Despite a 12’ flood on 26 January 1826, the 

public (at a shilling a head) filed past the tunnel shield with its complement 

of 36 sweating groundworkers.  At the end of April 1827, the band of the 

Coldstream Guards played a concert in the completed section of the tunnel; 

50 selected guests feasted on quail while 120 siteworkers ate out of sight in 

another part of the excavations.  Spurred by a sense that the tunnel was 

now part of the essential social whirl, Lady Raffles and her party descended 

the depths on 18 May, just a few hours before the crown of the structure 

was holed and work halted for 6 months.  

Two months after work recommenced, an early morning swell on 12 

January 1828 drowned 6 men in sewer water; the use of the Thames as 

London’s main foul drain had already led to multiple cases of temporary 

blindness among tunnel workers, but until this point, no fatalities.  With 

funding now seriously compromised, the tunnel was sealed with 4500 bags 

of clay, the flood water pumped out, the shield bricked up, and a huge 

mirror placed at the far end of the excavation to create the illusion of a 

much larger space; for the next 6 years, the tunnel existed only as a tourist 

attraction.  900 visitors a week flocked to the site, despite disastrous build 

ups of firedamp, which occasionally was subject to spontaneous ignition.  

As the ramped vehicle approaches were unbuilt due to lack of money, the 

tunnel was useable only by pedestrians; in an attempt to recoup funds and 

complete the project, the tunnel became a hostel for the homeless at a 

penny a night - the notorious ‘Hades Hotel’.  
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There is, in the histories of architecture, insufficient attention paid to 

histories of building production; those attitudes to, and innovations in, 

materials, techniques, machinery, the organisation of labour, and time cost 

evaluation.  We also cannot underestimate an historical reliance on 

empirical practice, and the impact this has had on even modern perceptions 

of design safety issues at hand.  Here is an account of engineering 

empiricism in relation to the design of the rail bridge at Saltash (1846-59)  

…whatever limited calculations were made by Brunel, or his assistant Bell 

work ing to his instructions, they do not appear to have survived.  Against 

this overall background, and notwithstanding such final calculations as were 

undoubtedly made,, acceptance of the design was subject to the results of 

suitable testing on completion (Binding 1997)   

‘Suitable testing’ in the case of Saltash meant that the main span of the 

bridge was loaded with two fully loaded locomotives and their carriages, i.e. 

one train set more than the usual anticipated ‘design load’ (which appeared 

not to include any accommodation of wind, or other lateral loads).  There 

remains no documentation of what contingency plans were in place in the 

event of failure.   

‘Constructing on the cusp of catastrophe’ is a phrase I frequently refer back 

to; the truly great designer uses impossibility as the pretext and context for 

real innovation.  This innovation is about creatively forming the conditions 

for the safe delivery of ideas about architecture.  In support of this, I would 

cite (for very different reasons): 

 Brunelleschi; the duomo of Florence Cathedral 

 IK Brunel; Saltash and  Clifton suspension bridges 

 Richard Buckminster Fuller; the Dymaxion House 

 Felix Candela; hyperbolic paraboloid ferrocimento shells 

 Robert Maillart; the Salgina and Arve bridges 

 Jørn Utzon and Peter Rice; Sydney Opera House 

WHAT DESIGN IS 

Here lie some problems at the heart of architecture education the 

semantics boxing in what really constitutes design may create a narrow 

dependency on formal solutions; advanced software can facilitate transition 

of spatial strategies into digitised fabrication and 3D printed components, 

but they dance around those issues of critique and reflection about the 

broader responsibilities of the architect. 

Design is actually a holistic intellectual activity encompassing everything 

from specification choices, the derivation of a timescale in which key 

construction landmarks are achieved, to decisions about the durability of, 

and replacement strategies for, components including service risers and 

door handles. 

Brunelleschi; the duomo of Florence 
Cathedral  

IK Brunel; Saltash & Clifton suspension 
bridges 
Richard Buckminster Fuller; the Dymaxion 
House 
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Design is, above all, about the consideration of alternatives and how these 

facilitate a practical and moral delivery of the project.  The word moral is 

used quite deliberately; if we have no ethical basis from which to act, we 

simply become professional ciphers for the expenditure, in very large 

quantities, of other peoples’ money. 

I would argue that the marketisation of architecture as a globalised 

commodity creates the possibility for a 6th uncontrolled constructional 

hyper epoch; we are probably already experiencing this phenomenon.   

While health and safety jokes (“why does mineral water that has ‘trickled 

through the mountains for centuries’ have a sell by date?”) reflect an 

environment for lives generally over-regulated by government, we need to 

ensure that a creative, safe, and fixable architecture is as embedded in our 

collective professional consciousness as resource efficient and sustainable 

design has become. 

We might usefully reflect on why resource and energy efficiency have 

simply been absorbed as design parameters in UK and European practice 

with as much sense of their fundamental necessity as that occupied by 

structural stability.  So, in some way, part of our collective mission is to 

reposition the objectives of healthy design and creative safety within the 

core curriculum of education and practice.  This will reconnect the value of 

architecture both to those forming its narrative, and those executing and 

using it. 

The projects of the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries have left us with an uneasy 

legacy; consider this account of the Box Hill Tunnel which was completed 

between 1836-51. 

…the deafening peal of thunder, the sudden immersion in gloom, and the 

crash of reverberated sounds in a confined space, combine to produce a 

momentary shudder, or idea of destruction, a thrill of annihilation (Dr James 

Johnson quoted Sandstrom 1963) 

The ‘technological sublime’ as David Nye termed it cannot be bought with 

any price attached to it, and certainly neither an imagined nor actual 

destruction/annihilation.  So, I’d like to finish with 5 strategic proposals. 

 

 

 

 

Felix Candela; hyperbolic paraboloid 
ferrocimento shells 
Robert Maillart; the Salgina & Arve 
bridges 

Jørn Utzon & Peter Rice; Sydney Opera 
House 
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CONCLUSIONS AND STRATEGIES  

1. The theory and practice of construction is unfortunately inseparable from 

pervasively narrow definitions of design; unless students, graduates, and 

emergent practitioners are educated to grasp the fundamental Vitruvian 

connections between concept and execution, we have no curricular context 

in which to situate health and safety. 

2. Within schools of architecture, these issues must be located within a 

refreshed and progressive teaching of technology and building production 

that permeates construction as an activity with human agency as its centre. 

We cannot permit the demands of commerce to be the fast track to injury 

and fatality. 

3. Analogues of site work and maintenance in schools should encourage an 

understanding of design through making and a respect for materials and 

tools: these can include the design and execution of furniture, mechanisms, 

1:1 detail fragments, and comprehensibly scaled live projects .  

4. Semantic and brand repositioning of health and safety is essential to shift 

some of the currently skewed perceptions of the core issues; those implicit 

moral, ethical, and professional attributes must be integrated into our 

education - reflecting the successful ascendancy of resource and energy 

efficient design over the last two decades. 

5. Finally, and this is more complex and more controversial, the activity of 

architects must be realigned with the social rather than corporate 

commercial agenda.  The principles of craft, care, and community should 

form the core for a new model by architect- constructors who are 

embedded in those local, national, regional and global neighbourhoods we 

serve. This can be developed by the schools as an alternative educational 

model, with the workforce and users at its centre. Crucially, there needs to 

be absolutely no diminution in the creative, conceptual and innovative 

thinking developed in the best schools, but the benefits of a better 

connected model will reconnect us all to our original human motivation to 

shelter - and make inspiring, durable, and fixable architecture from this. 
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Breakout group session;  
Recommendations and Feedback  

GROUP ONE - DESIGN STUDIO PROJECTS 

 Student design reflection 

 Wider design considerations 

 Design project brief 

 Construction sequence 

 Design project reviews 

 Group analysis 

 

GROUP FEEDBACK 

1. Conscious vs unconscious decisions 

2. Group approach – helps 

3. Social impact of designs   

4. Brief – underlying principles important. 

5. Legislation changes! As early as possible! 

Group approach – help 

GROUP TWO - LECTURES  

 Architectural practice modules 

 Guest speaker involvement 

 Guest speaker briefing 

 

GROUP FEEDBACK 
1. Balance between art and architecture is the 
elephant in the room? 

2. Experiential learning 

3. Evolution of common methodology 

4. Quality of speakers is important eg. Site managers 

and Clients 

5. More integration 

 

GROUP THREE - SEMINARS 

 Bringing the construction team together  

 Construction role play 

 Disasters analysis and accident causation  

 H&S abroad  

 

GROUP FEEDBACK 
1. Team? Whole team! Right time in the process. Plan 
of work. Different backgrounds. 

2. Role play – courses for site managers 

3. Constructionarium / Site Tours 

4. Modelling & simulation / 3D 

5. Disaster analysis – drawings + legislation 

6. Fall problem? Fragile roofs, etc. 

7. H&S safety abroad – look at big picture  

8. Olympics may not be typical to all projects  
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GROUP FOUR – SITE VISITS 

 Organisation of active construction site visits  

 Alternative to construction site visits  

 Disasters analysis and accident causation  

 Construction workshops 

 

GROUP FEEDBACK 
1. Historical influences, also site manager & guide? 

2. Maximum number of five per group 

3. Concentrate on super structure and cladding  

4. Contractor “on site dependant” issues? 

5. Contextualising issues 

6.  Alternatives to site visits   

7. Handling with tools and real size elements 

8. Small prototypes for testing 

9. Visits to Trade Associations and trade colleges  

10.  Workshop – the truth coming out from this 
Cultural background of H&S doesn’t work 

Group approach – hel 

GROUP FIVE – LIVE PROJECTS 

 Working with real clients 

 Working with the public/community  

 Working with professionals 

 

GROUP FEEDBACK 
1. Corporate social responsibility – contractors like to 

have students on their sites 

2. Linked in – ex-students engagement 

3. Planning permissions ask for training requirements 

4. Government blocks on employing students 

5. Tender opportunities 

6. Models – Building, 3D 

7. QR. Codes – generate funds 

8. “Constructability & Empathy”  

 

GROUP SIX – RECOMMENDATIONS TO HELP 
SUPPORT THE INTEGRATION OF HEALTH AND 
SAFETY IN EDUCATION 

 Health and Safety Executive [HSE]  

 Royal Institute of British Architects [RIBA]  

 Architecture practices  

 Construction companies  

 University authorities  

 University Safety Services  

 University Estates Departments  

 Schools of Architecture 

GROUP FEEDBACK 
1. Build links with local schools of Architecture 

2. Network Rail exemplars  

3. How do other schools do this? 

4. Built Environment engagement  

5. Win/wins – help stressed Academics 

6. Research outputs  

7. Plus – Intelligent clients  

8. Overseas work – cultural  understanding 

9. Empathetic risk management organisations eg. 

APS, IIRSM , etc 
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Post Symposium Meeting 

FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS  

1. Awards RIBA/APS combined  

The APS student awards provide an opportunity for architecture students to 

consider their designs in the light of health and safety considerations.  Joint 

badging with RIBA may improve profile and uptake.  How can this be 

achieved?  

2. Client engagement e.g. Network rail  

Exposing students to live construction projects is recognised as providing 

wide ranging benefits – including the opportunity to work with a wide range 

of construction disciplines (engineers / architects / M&E).  Through the 

Birmingham New Street renewal programme, Network rail organised a 

mentoring programme that provided regular high quality contact between 

the project and groups of students.  Can this example be copied / promoted 

more widely?  

3. Live Projects on HSL Risk Education website 

www.webcommunities.hse.gov.uk/connect.ti/riskeducation/groupHome   

A web community has been set up to share education material.  Can this be 

promoted further to encourage contributions sharing between academic 

institutions (including from the construction industry). 

4. Help schools to understand the control of their risks when doing 

live projects 

Is further work required to help architecture schools to overcome the real or 

perceived barriers that may exist to pursuing live projects as an important 

element of health and safety teaching?  What tools are required?   

5. The Ethical issue of Healthy Design Creative Safety  

What appetite or value is there for introducing health and safety concepts in 

conjunction with ethics?  Does this change of emphasis build on the four 

key objectives set out in David Gloster’s address? 

6. ARB/RIBA – Accreditation Prescriptive & validation  

The role of accreditation in the review and evaluation of teaching provides 

an opportunity to exert influence.  Are appropriate questions being asked 

during this process and what influence can be brought to bear to ensure 

that they are sufficiently probing?        

7. Survey of practice ready knowledge on H&S of architectural 

students (NUS) 

Is there a need to evaluate the health and safety knowledge that 

architecture graduates are emerging from university with?   

8. Application to Engineering 

How can the lessons from Healthy Design Creative Safety be applied to 

other design professions?  What useful lessons could be transferred to 

engineering disciplines and how? 

 

 

http://www.webcommunities.hse.gov.uk/connect.ti/riskeducation/groupHome

